It is proved de nability in FO+IFP of a global linear ordering on vertices of strongly extensional (SE) nitely-branching graphs. In the case of nite SE graphs this also holds for FO+LFP. This gives capturing results for PTIME computability on the latter class of graphs by FO+LFP and FO+IFP, and also on the corresponding anti-founded universe HFA of hereditarily-nite sets by a language of a bounded set theory BSTA. Oracle PTIME computability over HFA is also captured by an appropriate extension of the language by predicate variables and a bounded 2-recursion schema. It is also characterized the type of corresponding linear ordering on the universe HFA and on its natural extension HFA 1 consisting of hereditarily-nite anti-founded sets with possibly in nite (unlike HFA) transitive closures.
Introduction
De nability of a global linear order in nite structures of some given class by logical means is an important issue of nite model theory and descriptive complexity theory. Thus, rst-order logic extended by least xed point operator (FO + LFP) describes exactly PTIME computability over nite linear ordered structures 17, 24, 37, 18] (cf. also 28, 14] where global recursive nite functions and the successor operation are considered instead of FO + LFP and the linear order, respectively). If the structures considered are not linearly ordered ? This paper is an extension of 22] essentially by Sections 5{8.
in advance, but some order may be uniformly de ned in FO + LFP then the same result holds for this class of structures, too.
We show in this paper that corresponding de nability results hold for the class of strongly extensional (SE) nite graphs (which coincide, up to isomorphism, with suitably de ned quotients of arbitrary nite graphs by bisimulation equivalence relation). Moreover, these results have the following set-theoretic applications.
The vertices (respectively, edges) of such nite graphs, which may contain cycles or in nite paths, serve as a faithful representation of hereditarily-nite anti-founded sets (respectively, as the membership relation 2 between corresponding sets) which constitute a universe HFA. This is a natural generalization of the ordinary well-founded universe HF of hereditarily-nite sets. Antifounded sets, having in general arbitrary cardinality, are also called hypersets (cf. 4, 6] ) and constitute the universe VA which generalizes and extends the ordinary universe of \all" sets V satisfying axioms of set theory ZF so that V is the well-founded part of VA (and the same for HF HFA).
Actually, we de ne in FO+IFP (which is a variation of FO+LFP) a linear ordering on arbitrary, possibly in nite, SE nitely branching graphs (SEFBG).
These graphs may represent a more wide class HFA 1 of hereditarily-nite antifounded sets (now, possibly with in nite transitive closures, unlike HFA) so that we have the chain of transitive subuniverses HF HFA HFA 1 VA.
Our interest to these questions arose from a work on describing the complexity classes of computable set-theoretic operations by some bounded set theory (BST) languages 30]{ 36], 21]{ 23] for the universes HF (more usual and elaborated case) and HFA. Thus, de nability in a language over HFA-sets considered in 34, 35] (cf. also Section 5 below) have been characterized in terms of de nability in FO+LFP over nite graphs of the abovementioned kind. Now, having also de nable linear ordering, we answer a rmatively the question in op. cit. on coincidence of -de nability with PTIME computability over HFA. Note, that for the analogous and simpler case of HF the corresponding problem on de nability of linear ordering and capturing PTIME over this universe and over corresponding class of nite extensional acyclic graphs have been considered previously in 31, 33] . We will present also a more general result on PTIME computability over HFA relativized to oracles represented by predicate variables over HFA (Section 6).
Also note, that these de nability results may be naturally considered in the framework of a set-theoretic approach to \nested" and \circular" semi-structured Data Bases or to Web-like Data Bases (WDB), by regarding -language as the corresponding query language. Cf. 33] and also more abstract and mathematically oriented paper 34] for \non-circular" and \circular" cases, respectively, as well as the paper 23] on the connection to the World-Wide Web and WDB using the main result of this work (or of 22]).
The following Section 2 is devoted to relating the notion of a graph to (hyper)sets and to the corresponding key notion of bisimulation. Then, in Section 3, we de ne in FO+IFP a global and coherent linear ordering on strongly extensional nite and nitely branching graphs and, in particular, on HF, HFA and HFA 1 . The main result on capturing PTIME computability over these graphs is also presented there. To de ne the linear order required we use (i) a method of approximation of anti-founded sets by well-founded ones, (ii) a re nement method of de ning the linear order which is relative to that proposed by S. Abiteboul and V. Vianu 1,2] and A. Dawar, S. Lindell and S. Weinstein 11] , and, in Section 4, we consider also (iii) a direct application of this`AVDLW' approach to the case of SE nite graphs. We also give a comparison of the approaches (i) and (ii), which are equivalent, and (iii) in terms of coherence of the orders on di erent graphs. A bounded set theory BSTA and its language for the universe HFA, as well as their expressive power in terms of FO+LFP de nability and PTIME computability, are described in Section 5. This is extended in Section 6 to the case of -language with predicate parameters plus 2--recursion schema and, respectively, to oracle PTIME computability. Also a natural version L 0 of -language is considered which has coherent semantics both in the class of arbitrary nite graphs and in the universe HFA and, moreover, de nes exactly all PTIME computable predicates over HFA, whereas the general -language de nes also all PTIME computable set-theoretic operations. Section 7 is devoted to describing the type of the linear ordering de ned on the universe HFA 1 and of its restrictions to HFA and HF. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper by comparing our present work and 22, 23] with the related and independent paper of M. Otto 27] . The latter is devoted to de nability and capturing bisimulation-invariant PTIME in nitely-dimensional modal -calculus which, as we show, corresponds to the language L 0 .
Agreement. We will use abbreviations`slo' and`slp-o' for`strict linear order' and, respectively,`strict linear pre-order'. Also`wrt' stands for`with respect to'.
Graphs and sets, or sets as graphs
Hereditarily-nite (or HF-) sets are de ned as nite sets whose elements are nite sets, etc., until the empty set or an urelement (i.e. an atomic object which is not a set) will be obtained.
We are especially interested in these sets because they constitute a very natural abstract and exible data structure. It is well-known that practically all branches of Mathematics may be formulated in terms of set theory. Hereditarily-nite sets may play somewhat analogous role for representing data in the contemporary programming and, in particular, in database systems.
More traditional and well-known theoretical approach to databases is based on nite model theory and on descriptive complexity theory. Our set-theoretic considerations are grounded on two simple observations. First, that a nite relational model is just a nite set of some (not very deep) nested structure (a set of elements of the model and the relations considered as sets of tuples, where a tuple may be considered also as a set of a special kind). Thus, HF-sets comprise a unifying universe essentially for all nite data structures we need. Second, each HF-set together with all its elements, elements of elements, etc. may be faithfully represented as a nite graph, i.e. a nite model of special kind, containing all the necessary (nested) information on this set.
Logical languages like FO ( rst-order logic) and FO + LFP (least xed point extension of FO) interpreted in nite structures should have some counterparts for HF-sets. If we change viewpoint to set-theoretical one then, say, unbounded quanti er 8x in the framework of a nite model M takes the bounded form 8x 2 jMj in the framework of HF. To preserve the avour of nite model theory and corresponding descriptive complexity theory, we concentrate here on bounded versions of set-theoretic languages. Moreover, this boundedness allows us to use the methods and results from nite model theory in bounded set theory. As an example of considering an unbounded language we mentionde nability over HF and, in general, over any admissible universe A 5] which involves unbounded positive existential quanti cation over A and gives rise to machine-independent notion of recursively enumerable (in a generalized sense) predicates over the universe. In the case of A = HF (well-founded universe) or of its extension HFA (non-well-founded universe considered below) and a bounded set-theoretic languages like we will be able to describe in machineindependent terms some complexity classes for set-theoretic operations such as PTIME. It should be noted an analogy between our bounded set-theoretic language and A. Cobham's bounded version of primitive recursion which describes PTIME over natural numbers 9].
For simplicity, we will assume that there are no urelements involved i.e. that all considered sets are pure. 2 Formally, the universe HF of hereditarily nite (pure) sets is the least class of sets satisfying two conditions: the empty set ; is in HF, and if x 1 ; : : : ; x n for some n 0 are in HF then the nite set fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g is also in HF.
A larger universe HC of hereditarily-countable sets may be de ned analogously. According to the inductive de nition, these universes HF HC are wellfounded, i.e. there are no in nite chains of sets in these universes satisfying : : : 2 v i+1 2 v i 2 : : : 2 v 1 2 v 0 : (1) In general, sets v 0 from a universe of sets of arbitrary nature having no in nite chains (1) are called well-founded.
Note 1 We are interested in consideration of computable set-theoretic operations. However, the problem is that HF-and HC-sets are rather abstract objects. We intend to represent or encode them (and also sets of more general nature) by vertices of some graphs g (cf. 4, 10, 30] ). I.e. graph vertices will serve as names of sets. (Cf. also Note 3 and De nition 7 in Section 5.) Actually, it is a graph with a distinguished vertex, i.e. a pointed graph 4], which should represent a set. The class of graphs considered will depend on the universe (HF, HC, HFA,: : : ).
De nition 1 Formally, a graph is de ned here as arbitrary map of the form g : jgj ! P(jgj) with jgj = dom(g) being a set or class of vertices, and P(jgj) denoting the class of subsets of jgj. (I.e. gv jgj should be a set for any v 2 jgj, even if jgj is a class.) A graph g is called large if jgj is class. The (superlarge) class all graphs is denoted as LG. For any u; v 2 jgj we write u g v or g j = u 2 v instead of u 2 gv and say that \u is an element of v in the sense of g". This is just a binary relation between vertices u and v which says that there exists an edge between u and v in a xed direction you choose, say u v. Let us give a de nition 3 of denotational semantics (jvj ) g (called also decoration 3 which is actually semiformal and will be made precise soon by means of Theo-in general case 4] or collapsing in the case of WG 5, 30, 31, 33] ) for vertices v of any graph g. We write (jgj ) = (jhg; vij ) = (jvj ) g if g is a pointed graph, i.e. the graph with a distinguished vertex (point) v.
De nition 2 Let (jvj ) g be a set of sets of sets, etc. de ned recursively by the identity (jvj ) g = f(juj ) g ju g vg i.e. 8z(z 2 (jvj ) g , 9u g v(z = (juj ) g )) (2) For example, if g contains exactly ve edges u g v, u g v 0 , u g w, v g w and v 0 g w then (juj ) g = ;, (jvj ) g = (jv 0 j ) g = f;g, and (jwj ) g = ff;g; ;g. If g is any well-founded graph, then it is easy to \calculate" (jvj ) g so that, for g, say, countably/ nitely branching, (jvj ) g is an HC-, respectively, HF-set.
However, in non-well-founded case, such as in the case of graph g r K consisting exactly of one loop, there is a problem with the correctness of the above definition. We need sets like = f g which are impossible in the ordinary set theory. This leads to rather unusual non-well-founded set theory which is actually anti-founded in a sense and whose universe VA may contain sets serving as their own members, etc. 4, 6] unlike the ordinary well-founded universe V.
Depending on the context we adopt one of the following two views on the universes V and VA. Uno cial view: V, the \real" universe where we are \living", is transitive part of the \imaginary" universe VA (with 2 V =2 VA j n n V) containing new non-well-founded sets.
O cial view: Elements of VA are interpreted as special elements of the ordinary universe V, and 2 VA is de ned in terms of V, so that V is isomorphic to a transitive part of hVA; 2 VA i. In most cases we may con ne ourselves to transitive subuniverse HCA VA, HCA 2 CBG of anti-founded hereditarily-countable (or even HFA HCA, of anti-founded hereditarily-nite) sets. Its main property, besides (no more than) countability of each set x 2 HCA, consists in the following \external" countable anti-foundation axiom 4 :
Countable AFA: For any CBG g there exists a unique denotational semantics (or decoration) map (j-j ) g : jgj ! HCA satisfying the above identity (2 
It can be also de ned in terms of the graphs g; g 0 only, without any mentioning (the semantics (j-j ) in) a universe of sets like VA, HCA, HFA or HFA 1 
Proposition 3 The largest bisimulation relation between g and g 0 coincides with g;g 0 in (3). Moreover,`)' in (4) may be replaced by`,' for the case of The following two axioms with 2 interpreted as g characterize extensional and, respectively, strongly extensional, graphs g:
For well-founded graphs these two versions of extensionality axiom are equivalent. Note, that VA, HCA, HFA 1 , HFA, HC and HF are strongly extensional. Note 2 Strongly extensional graphs may be characterized, up to isomorphism, as strongly extensional quotients g= g of arbitrary graphs by corresponding bisimulation relation. Note that for arbitrary graph g bisimulation relation g is not necessary a conrguence with respect to g . Introduce a new relation x 2 g y * ) 9x 0 g y(x 0 g x) 6 Here i ranges over the set of natural numbers !. In general case we should consider arbitrary ordinals. Then we de ne g;g 0 +1 for arbitrary non-limit ordinals + 1 as above and take for limit ordinals g;g 0 * ) T 2 g;g 0 . By the well-known \continuity argument" it can be shown that in nitely branching case g;g 0 = g;g 0 ! . 7 We assume that the extensions FO + LFP and FO + IFP of the language FO of the rst-order logic, respectively, by the least xed point and by the in ationary xed point operators are known; cf. e.g. 26, 17, 18, 37, 15] . 8 More precisely, if graph vertices constitute a countable set and are identi ed with natural numbers then, in the case of FBG, g;g 0 becomes 0 1 (g; g 0 ) relation in the relative arithmetical hierarchy with g and g 0 represented by numerical functions; cf. the equality (5).
with respect to which g becomes a congruence. Then de ne the quotient as g= g * ) hjgj; 2 g i= g . Proposition 4
(a) For any graph g the map v 7 ! (jvj ) g : jgj ! jVAj as a binary relation coincides with the largest bisimulation between g and VA.
(b) (jxj ) VA = x holds for all x in VA (VA being considered both as a universe of sets and a large graph).
Proof (a) The de nition (2) of (jvj ) g immediately implies that the relation considered is a bisimulation. It is the greatest one by strong extensionality of VA.
(b) Follows from (a) and strong extensionality of VA. 2
Our main interest is de nability of a linear ordering on strongly extensional nitely branching graphs (SEFBG) and on the corresponding universe of sets HFA 1 . In particular, we will get a (global) linear ordering on graphs in SEFG and on the universe HFA.
First, consider the case of HF. A natural linear ordering on HF of the type of natural numbers is induced by the well-known bijection e : ! ! HF de ned as e(2 n 1 + 2 n 2 + : : : + 2 n k ) = fe(n 1 ); e(n 2 ); : : : ; e(n k )g
for arbitrary n 1 > n 2 > : : : > n k 5]. (In particular, e(0) = ;.) The relation x < y * ) e ?1 (x) < e ?1 (y) was also de ned in 31, 33] in the form of lexicographical linear ordering on HF as the unique relation < = < HF satisfying the following equivalence (8) . Actually, we have Proposition 5 The strict linear order < is de ned uniquely on HF by each of the following equivalences. The same formulae de ne a linear ordering < g on the vertices of any extensional nite well-founded graph (EFWG) 9 g with 2 interpreted as g . In particular, < g is de nable in FO + LFP, due to positivity of < in the right-hand-sides of (9,10,11):
x < y , 9u 2 y n x8w 2 x y(u < w ) w 2 x \ y); (8) x < y , 9u 2 y n x8w 2 x _ ?y(w < u _ w = u); (9) x < y , 9u 2 y n x8w 2 x n y(w < u); (10) x y , 8w 2 x n y9u 2 y n x(w < u): (11) 2 9 Note, that any EFWG is isomorphic to some transitive part of HF.
Here x _ ?y * ) (x y)n(x\y). Of course, u 2 ynx is understood as abbreviation of u 2 y&u = 2 x and analogously for w 2 x\y and w 2 x y so that the above equivalences may be considered as rst-order formulae in the signature f g.
Let us call this ordering < g on g (and < HF on HF) canonical or lexicographical one. Note, that (8) arises immediately from (7) . Equation (9) is just a slight reformulation of (8) by using that < is linear ordering, whereas (10, 11) are somewhat more elegant versions which may be also useful in some situations. It is easy to see that rk(x) < rk(y) ) x < y: (12) De nability of a linear ordering on non-well-founded SE graphs and the universes HFA and HFA 1 will be considered in Section 3. For this purpose the following below preliminary technical considerations are useful.
First note that straightforward application of the above approach (for the case of HF), say, via (9) does not work to de ne a linear order on all vertices of arbitrary (strongly) extensional nitely branching graphs which may contain cycles/in nite paths.
Proposition 6 For the non-well-founded cases of HFA and HFA 1 any xed point of (9) restricted to HF coincides with < HF . However, the greatest xed point < a is not a linear order over the whole universe HFA or HFA 1 because we have < a and < a with = f g and = f ; ;g two di erent sets in HFA. The least xed point < a is also not a linear order because and are incomparable wrt < a . (Note, that ; < a and f g < a , so that both and are in dom(< a ).)
Proof goes by direct calculations. 2
De ne the following operations and relations for vertices of a graph g (jxj ) 0 g * ) ;; (jxj ) i+1 g * ) f(jyj ) i g jy g xg; (13) x < g k y * ) (jxj ) k g < HF (jyj ) k g : (14) Here all (jxj ) n g are HF-sets 10 for nite n (independently on cardinality of gx) 11 because rk(jxj ) k g k for all k and therefore the range of (j-j ) k g is nite. Recall that in general the rank of any vertex of a graph g is de ned as 10 HF-set of the form (jxj ) i plays the role of i-th HF-approximation to (jxj ). This notion and some its version (for so called protosets) were considered by M. Bo a and, respectively, by M. Mislove, L. Moss and F. Oles; cf. 25]. 11 However this will not be the case if we extend the de nition of (jxj ) +1 g for arbitrary non-limit ordinals + 1 as above and take for limit ordinals (jxj ) g * ) h(jxj ) 0 g ; (jxj ) 1 g ; : : : ; (jxj ) g ; : : :i < .
rk(x) = 0 i there esists no y such that y x; rk(x) = supfrk(u) + 1ju xg and rk(x) = 1 i there exists an in nite chain : : : x i+1 x i : : : x 1 x: The inequality rk(x) 6 = 1 characterizes vertices x from well-founded part of g. We say that rk(x) is in nite if it is = 1 or it is an in nite ordinal. Proposition 7 (jxj ) k+1 g = (jyj ) k+1 g , 8u x9v y((juj ) k g = (jvj ) k g )&8v y9u x((juj ) k g = (jvj ) k g );
x g k y , (jxj ) k g = (jyj ) k g (15) (even for k any ordinal as in the footnote 11), x g k+1 y ) x g k y; (16) x g y , 8i(x g i y) , (17) 8i((jxj ) i g = (jyj ) i g ) (i is any ordinal if g = 2 FBG), (j(jxj ) k g j ) n HF = (jxj ) min(k;n) g ; (18) x < g 0 y , false;
< g k is a strict linear preorder, x g k y , x 6 < g k y&y 6 < g k x; x < k+1 y , 9u y 8v x(u 6 k v) & (19) 
Proof is straightforward. Note that (19) follows from (8) , (14) and (15) . 2
The rest of this Section is devoted to further elementary properties of the introduced notions and will be used below in Section 7.
Let #x denote the cardinality of a set x and x g y * ) 8z g x(z g y). Proposition 8 For vertices of arbitrary graph g (a) rk((jxj ) i ) i and rk((jxj )) = rk(x), Easy induction shows that two canonical trees t and t 0 are isomorphic i their roots r and r 0 have the same semantics (jrj ) t = (jr 0 j ) t 0 in HF. We will also write (jtj ) instead of (jrj ) t . Arbitrary HF-set x is representable as x = (jtj ) for some (unique, up to isomorphism) canonical tree. Given a nite number of trees t 1 ; : : : ; t n , denote by t 1 ; : : : ; t n ] a tree obtained from these trees by adding a new root r and n edges from r to the roots r i of each t i .
For any tree 12 t de ne its subtree tj n n n consisting of vertices and edges lying on all paths of the length n outgoing from the root of t. It follows by induction on n Proposition 10 For any tree and n 0 the equality (jtj n n nj ) = (jtj ) n holds. In particular, (jtj ) ? = (jt 0 j ) where t 0 is obtained from t by shortening by one all paths of maximal length. 2 3 Linear ordering of strongly extensional nitely branching graphs Our goal is to de ne by reasonable means some global strict linear preordering (slp-o) on the vertices of arbitrary FBG g with bisimulation as the corresponding equivalence relation. In particular this will de ne some global linear ordering on SEFBG and on the universes HFA and HFA 1 . We present two alternative, but equivalent de nitions.
First approach
Having the linear ordering < HF and HF-approximations (jxj ) n g for vertices of arbitrary graphs, we can naturally de ne a \lexicographic" slp-o < g on g for arbitrary x; y 2 jgj as follows:
x < k y * ) 9i k(x < i y&8j < i(x j y)) and (20) x < y * ) 9k(x < k y) , 9i(x < i y&8j < i(x j y))] show in Proposition 12 that g = < g . As in the above Subsection, is also de ned as lexicographical linear order, but without explicit reference to approximations of the kind (jxj ) n . This approach was inspired by formulas (8, 19) and by the papers of S. Abiteboul and V. Vianu 1,2] and of A. Dawar, S. Lindell and S. Weinstein 11] and may be considered as a sensible adaptation of their method to the case of graphs and bisimulation relation. We consider in Section 4 the mentioned`AVDLW' approach applied in a literal way to our context of SEFG (and even SEFBG).
As we have seen in Proposition 6, the above approach to < HF immediately via formulas like (9) does not work to de ne a linear order on arbitrary strongly extensional nitely branching graph which may contain cycles/in nite paths. However, we may de ne the required strict linear preorder g with bisimulation g as corresponding equivalence relation on any, even non-extensional : : :
First note, that there exists only one 0-class, just the set of all vertices jgj, and only nitely many of k-classes for each k. So, we let x 0 y * ) false for all x; y 2 jgj. Let us suppose that we have de ned a strict linear order on the k-classes and therefore corresponding strict linear preorder k on jgj. Then we can order k + 1-classes by a strict linear order k+1 inside any k-class lexicographically wrt previously de ned order k . I.e. for any x k y (inside one k-class) de ne recurrently linear preorder relation on the vertices (instead of the order on corresponding classes)
(Compare with (8, 19) .) In the case of x 6 k y, i.e. of di erent k-classes, take x k+1 y * ) x k y.
Evidently, x k+1 y does not depend on the choice of representatives x and y inside their k + 1 classes so that this is indeed a strict linear order on these classes: x k y , x 6 k y&y 6 k x. We also have 0 1 : : : and It is easy to show that g ! is slp-o such that x g ! y , x 6 g ! y&y 6 g ! x.
In the case of FBG we have g = g ! and de ne g * ) g ! . We can resume the above iterative de nition (with the superscript g omitted) as a unique recurrent de nition applicable for arbitrary x; y 2 jgj x k+1 y * ) x k y _ fx k y & 9u 2 y 8v 2 x(u 6 k v) Theorem 3 The class of global predicates de nable in FO+LFP over strongly extensional nite graphs (SEFG) coincide with those PTIME computable. 2 Global predicates E(x; y) over graphs may be used to de ne graph transformers g 7 ! hjgj; E g i. More general, consider that x and y are lists of variables of the same length k. Then vertices of the resulting graph de ned by E( x; y) will be k-tuples of elements of jgj. If the given graph g is pointed, i.e. has a distinguished vertex named by a constant c then we may consider the resulting graph also as the pointed one with the distinguished vertex denoted by the k-tuple hc; c; : : : ; ci. Additionally, let a global 2k-ary predicate Eq( x; y) de ne a partial equivalence relation (i.e. transitive and symmetric relation) which determines (i) the set of tuples f xjEq( x; x)g and (ii) the corresponding quotient graph with vertices being the equivalence classes x] Eq of these tuples with the edges de ned by fh x] Eq ; y] Eq ijE( x; y)g. (Otherwise, the resulting graph will always have exactly n k vertices where n = #jgj.) Let us denote the resulting graph as g E;Eq . Thus, we come to the following De nition 6 A graph transformer g 7 ! g 0 is called de nable (up to isomorphism) in a logical language if there are two de nable in this language global predicates E( x; y) and Eq( x; y) such that g 0 = g E;Eq for all g.
Corollary 1
The class of graph transformers SEFG ! FG generated by global predicates de nable in FO + LFP coincide (up to isomorphism of the resulting graphs in FG) with those PTIME computable.
We will show in Section 5, Theorem 6, that the above Theorem 3 and Corollary 1 have also a corresponding version for the case of the universe HFA.
Proposition 11 The relations and (as well as k and k ) are coherent for any two FBG g; g 0 and their vertices x; y 2 jgj, x 0 ; y 0 2 jg 0 j: Proof goes for k and k by using straightforward induction on k and also de nitions (6) and (22 Now we prove that the preorders k and may be characterized also as lexicographical wrt HF-approximations (jxj ) n (cf. (14), (15), (20) and (21) above) as follows.
Proposition 12 x k y , x < k y and therefore = < in any FBG.
Proof Let us de ne for each n an auxiliary slp-o < 0 n+1 as x < 0 n+1 y * ) 9u 2 y 8v 2 x(u 6 n v) & (23) 8w 2 x y(u < n w ! 9p 2 x9q 2 y(p n w & q n w))]:
Note, that both x < n+1 y and x < 0 n+1 y generate the same equivalence relation n+1 . Evidently, x < n y ) x < n+1 y for all x; y 2 jgj and n = 0; 1; : : :.
Therefore, to prove Proposition we must show that for all x n y x < n+1 y , x < 0 n+1 y i.e. that x < n+1 y , x < 0 n+1 y:
Let, for the contrary, x < 0 n+1 y, but y < n+1 x. Then (19) gives for all x; y y < n+1 x , 9v 2 x 8u 2 y(v 6 n u) & (24) 8w 2 x y(v < n w ! 9p 2 x9q 2 y(p n w & q n w))]:
Then (23) and (24) give some u 2 y and v 2 x such that u 6 n v, 8v 2 x(u 6 n v), 8u 2 y(v 6 n u), 8w 2 x y(v < n w ! 9p 2 x9q 2 y(p n w & q n w)), and 8w 2 x y(u < n w ! 9p 2 x9q 2 y(p n w & q n w)). It follows that v < n u because, otherwise, u < n v would imply 9q 2 y(v n q) and contradict to 8u 2 y(v 6 n u). Analogously, u < n v. The last two formulas imply v < n?1 u and, hence, v 6 n?1 u, what contradicts to x n y.
The case when x < n+1 y, but y < 0 n+1 x is reduced to a contradiction in the same way. Therefore, x< 0 n+1 y , x < n+1 y holds (for x n y), as required. 2
Example 1 Note, that ; < HF x and ; HFA 1 x for x 6 = ;. However, the orders < and are di erent on the subuniverse HF HFA 1 . Take x 0 * ) f;; f;gg and x i+1 * ) fx i g. Then we have x i < x i+1 , but x i+1 x i . 4 A direct application of AVDLW approach to strongly extensional graphs
As we have noticed above, representation of the relation by lexicographical ordering of the re ning equivalence classes was partially inspired by the papers of S. Abiteboul and V. We begin a formal comparison with the following simple technical Proposition 13 Consider any binary relation xS y between k-tuples x and y in arbitrary graph g which satis es the following condition for all x; y 2 jgj: So, we have in general the proper implication xx g yy ) x g y so that the g -classes on pairs xx are ner than those de ned by g on the corresponding single elements x. In particular, Corollary 3 Strongly extensional graphs g are 2-rigid in the sense that xx g yy ) x = y for all vertices x and y. 2 AVDLW approach 11,16] allows to de ne uniformly in FO + IFP (and therefore in FO + LFP) a strict linear order on the equivalence classes of k-tuples relative to M for arbitrary nite relational structures M with nite signature. The idea of the step-by-step linear ordering of re ning the corresponding equivalences classes M i is used (which works also for in nite M and allnite i).
For the classes of nite k-rigid structures this gives global FO+LFP-de nable linear order on the elements of the structures. Also, for all SEFBG g a global slo g is de nable by this method in FO+IFP. This together with Corollary 3 also gives a positive answer to the question of our interest, on de ning a linear order on arbitrary nite strongly extensional graphs.
Note, that there is an arbitrariness in de ning g because there are 18 of 1-classes of the corresponding equivalence relation g 1 on the rst crucial step (0-th step in 11]) or even 4 classes if g is acyclic. Each ordering 1 of these 14 Note, that there are two di erent equivalent reformulations of this relation. One is in terms of (k-) pebble games (with the quanti er alternations in (25) corresponding to moves of two players \8" and \9"), and another one is in terms of indistinguishability of the tuples x and y by the in nitary L k 1! -formulas (or nitary L k -formulas for the case FG) involving only k di erent variables; cf. 11,16].
1-classes generates corresponding orderings k of k -classes and eventually an ordering ! of ! -classes, as in Sect. 3.
The following proposition shows that any resulting global linear order g on strongly extensional nite graphs is not coherent relatively to bisimulation (but is coherent relatively to ) and therefore does not induce in this way a strict linear order on the entire in nite universe HFA, and even on HF, in contrast to g . Instead of the language FO + LFP over graphs we will consider set-theoretic -language 15 Besides D and the-least, the set-theoretic meaning of all these constructs is essentially self-evident. We postpone consideration of D until the axioms of BSTA are formulated below. The condition on p in the-least operator guarantees that ' is monotonic on p under set inclusion and therefore (at least in a reasonable universe of sets) the least set p such that p = fx 2 aj'(x; p)g must exist.
Proposition 14
For example, the following are -formulas and -terms: a b * ) 8x 2 a:(x 2 b), Tran(y) * ) 8u 2 y(u y), hx; yi * ) ffxg; fx; ygg. It is also easy to de ne in the ordinary boolean operations for sets and the operation of Cartesian product a b and disjoint sum a+b. By using the-least operator we can de ne in well-founded part W(r) of any binary relation r a 2 and, therefore, the predicates W(r) = r and Ord(x) saying that r is well-founded and that a set x is a ( nite or in nite well-founded) ordinal. Of course, in the case of the universe HFA all ordinals are nite.
Note, that for any set R of the universe we will have hx; yi 2 R ) x; y 2 S S R. Therefore (in order to formulate below Anti-Foundation Axiom AFA 2 ), we can de ne in terms of that a set (of pairs) R is a bisimulation relation relative to 2 as follows (with writing xRy for hx; yi 2 R):
Bis 2 (R) * ) 8x; y 2 R:(xRy ) (8x 0 Note, that i-th HF-approximation (jxj ) i 2 to any set x 2 HFA for any i ranging over ( nite) ordinals is de nable in as (jxj ) i 2 * ) D(R(x; i); hx; ii) where R(x; i) * ) fhhu; jihv; j + 1iijj 2 i&u 2 v 2 TC(fxg)g.
There exists a uniform method 34] of formal de ning in a weak set theory KPR 0 BSTA a universe of sets VA for BSTA on the base of any given Moreover, it is proved in 34] by using structural induction on any -formula '(g) and -term t(g) the following crucial congruence property of the equivalence relation = 0 with respect to the above de nition of translation semantics -] ].
Lemma 1 (Congruence property of -language)
By taking the quotient of VA * ) hG; = 0 ; 2 0 i== 0 this gives a natural semantics of -terms and -formulas in VA so that all the axioms of BSTA and logical rules of inference will hold in VA as it stated in Theorem 4 (cf. the detailed proof in 34]). (However, in some general cases, like that in Theorem 5, no linear ordering and even niteness of graphs is required.) When graph codes g are mentioned in the context of, say, Turing computability, we always mean that graphs themselves are represented by vertex incidence 0-1-matrices of the size n n with n = #jgj according to the given linear ordering of graph vertices. Moreover, we will not even distinguish between graphs and their matrix representations in the context of computability. Of course, the number of the distinguished vertex should be given together with the matrix.
De nition 7 Let C be a class of (computable in any sense) transformers Q : Codes ! Codes. We say that an operation q : V ! V over V-sets is C-computable wrt , or C -computable if the following diagram Codes Q ?! Codes commutes for some Q 2 C. In other words, q( (c)) = (Q(c)) holds for all c 2 Codes. By taking false * ) ; and true * ) f;g we may treat the case of computable predicates over V.
For example, for the case of PTIME computability over Codes we denote corresponding classes of set-theoretic operations as PT IME with the subscript to stress that this notion of PTIME computability over V depends on an encoding .
In the case of V = HFA we choose pointed graph encoding = (j-j ) : FG ! HFA where ( nite) graphs in FG serve as Codes and are supposed to have a distinguished vertex in each so that (j-j ) is to be applied to this vertex.
The same notion of graph encoding may be formulated for any VA ( Conversely, consider any graph transformer g 0 = Q(g) de nable in FO + LFP which preserves = 0 and therefore computes a set-theoretic operation x 0 = q(x). We need to express this operation in . Take q as a composition of the following three -de nable operations presented in the order of their applications.
1. The rst factor is the operation x 7 ! g = h2 j TC(fxg) ; xi : VA ! VA mapping any set x 2 VA into the canonical pointed graph which encodes the set x (in the sense of denotational semantics of graphs (jgj ) = x according to the De nition 2) and simultaneously is itself represented as a set (the ordered pair) h2 j TC(fxg) ; xi 2 VA. 2. The second factor of the composition is g 7 ! t Q (g) : VA ! VA where t Q (g) is the -term directly imitating in set-theoretic terms the given de nition in FO + LFP of the transformer Q (up to an isomorphism of the output pointed graph g 0 = t Q (g).) The expressive power of is evidently su cient for this aim. So, a graph is de ned as a set of ordered pairs understood by Kuratowski; quanti cation over a graph is actually a bounded quanti cation of the form 8x 2 jgj and 9x 2 jgj; any Cartesian power jgj k is de nable in ; LFP is imitated by the-least construct. Evidently, all graph transformers FG ! FG de nable in FO + LFP (and therefore all -de nable set-theoretic operations over HFA) are PTIME com-putable. The converse statement that any PTIME computable transformation over nite pointed graphs preserving = 0 is -de nable, up to = 0 , was left as an open question in 34, 35] . The positive answer follows from the following main result of this paper on capturing PTIME in set-theoretical terms.
Theorem 6 The class of -de nable operations over HFA coincides with the class of all PTIME-computable operations with respect to the graph encoding of sets via (j-j ).
Proof Let us show that Theorems 5, and 3 and Corollary 1 imply the statement of this theorem. One direction actually have been considered. Conversely, prove that PTIME computable operations q : HFA ! HFA are -de nable. Given any PTIME computable transformer Q : FG ! FG which computes q, de neQ : FG ! FG as the composition of g 7 !g * ) g= g : FG ! SEFG and Q j n n SEFG : SEFG ! FG. Evidently, the replacement of Q byQ preserves commutativity of the above diagram so that both of them compute the same set-theoretic operation q : HFA ! HFA. Since Q is PTIME computable, its restriction Q j n n SEFG to strongly extensional graphs is also PTIME computable and de nable in FO + LFP in terms of f2; =g (with 2 and = interpreted, respectively, as g and the ordinary identity on g), by Theorem 3 and Corollary 1. ThereforeQ is also de nable in FO + LFP because we may consider, instead ofg, FO + LFP-de nable relations x g y and x 2 g y * ) 9x 0 g y(x 0 g x) on g (so that g ia a congruence wrt 2 g ) and substitute them in the FO + LFP-description of Q j n n SEFG in place of = and 2, respectively. Therefore Theorem 5 (with V = HF, VA = HFA, G = FG andQ in the role of Q) entails that q is de nable in . 2 Note 4 The operator the-least may be replaced in by an analogous construct in ationary p:(p = p fx 2 aj'(x; p)g) with no restrictions on the set variable p in '. This will not change its expressive power in HFA because in this case the corresponding analogue of the above Theorem 5 holds for the FO + IFP instead of FO + LFP where the power of these languages is known to be equivalent on nite structures 15].
Finally, let us note that the linear order HFA is de nable in by using in ationary operator and Theorem 2. It may be also de ned by the-least operator either by using technique of 15] via \pure" nite models (graphs) or, a bit more immediately, by applying in our set-theoretic framework Stage Comparison Theorem of Y. Moschovakis 26] . Of course, it is desirable to have more direct de nition of this linear order in .
Note 5 As usually, natural numbers are interpreted in HFA as ordinals. We can de ne in the ( nite) cardinality of any set x 2 HFA by the ordinal #x * ) D(r x ; x) where r x * ) fhu; vij(u; v 2 x&u v) _ (u 2 v&v = x)g:
This and de nability of the Cartesian products and disjoint sums of sets allows to de ne arbitrary function (x) which (actually involves and) is any given polynomial of the cardinality of TC(fxg), and analogously for ( x) of any number of arguments.
Such a speci c quadratic \polynomial" (x; y) will be needed in the following axiom which the linear order must satisfy:
x y , 9i < (x; y)((jxj ) i 2 < HF (jxj ) i 2 &8j < i((jxj ) i 2 = (jyj ) i 2 )):
We could convert this formula to a direct de nition of by imitating (x; y) and i with the help of Stage Comparison Theorem.
6 Extension of by predicate variables and oracle PTIME In this section we introduce and compare two extensions L and I oflanguage by predicate variables. These extensions are based on xed point operators for the predicates which are sometimes more natural than the-least operator for sets. For example, the linear order HFA is easier de nable as a predicate xed point. Furthermore, we will see in Theorem 8 that I with free predicate parameters captures oracle PTIME over HFA.
In the presence of predicate parameters de nable set-theoretic operations F( x; P) (or predicates) may have additional predicate arguments P. To consider computability of such operations we need the notion of Turing machine (TM) with predicate oracles of the kind P HFA k . The input and output to such a machine are codes of ( nite graphs of) sets in x 2 HFA. The queries to the oracle P are also codes (or graphs) of some sets in HFA. The answer to such a query is the truth value of P on the corresponding sets. We say that such TM works in polynomial time if the number of steps in which it computes the result is polynomial in the length of the code of an input where the time for the oracle reply is considered equal to one step.
First, we will show that sublanguages L 0 and I 0 of L and I , respectively, involving only atomic terms, capture some restricted access oracle PTIME.
Let us denote by L ( I being considered later) the following extension of by predicate variables P; Q; R; : : : and some additional constructs. By analogy with 33] (cf. also 23]), let us allow new atomic L -formulas P( t) for any Lterms t (in respectively extended sense) as well as the following new the-least operator for predicates (which evidently subsumes the-least operator for sets from the de nition of in the beginning of Section 5). The expression the-least P:(P( x) , ( x; P))]( t) (26) is considered as a L -formula for any list t of L -terms corresponding to the arity of P and for any L -formula subject to the following restrictions.
1. must have only positive occurrences of the predicate variable P (so that the least P satisfying corresponding equivalence for all x 2 HFA exists).
Positivity is de ned as usually and, additionally, any positive occurrence of a (free) predicate variable Q in a formula ' is also considered as positive in the-least R:(R( y) , '( y; R))]( s).
2. Moreover (to have a predicate on HFA de ned by the-least operator to be PTIME computable) some additional restriction on the formula in this construct is imposed: either must have the form x 2 a& ( x; P), with all x not free in a (what is essentially equivalent to the-least construct for sets in ), or it must be arbitrary L 0 -formula, i.e. such L -formula which contains only atomic terms. 17 As usually, the construct the-least P:(P( x) , ( x; P)] binds set variables x and the predicate variable P. Note, that the-least and the dual the-greatest operators for predicates are mutually de nable. By using this fact, the equality relation on HFA, coinciding with the largest bisimulation, as well as the mem- It follows from Proposition 15 (a) that is actually continuous on P (i.e. if (P ) is true then (F ) is already true for some nite part F of P) and therefore the least solution may be obtained as the union P ! * ) S i2! P i with P 0 * ) false and P i+1 ( x) * ) ( x; P i )). Proposition 15 (Locality property of L 0 -formulas) (a) Let ( x; P) be any L 0 -formula with x all its free set variables and let A be any non-empty transitive class of sets in HFA. Then for all x 2 A ( x; P) , ( x; P j n n A) , ( x; P j n n TC(f xg)):
(b) If ( x; y; P) 2 L 0 also depends on additional set variables y then the-least P:(P( x) , ( x; y; P))]j n n A = the-least P:(P( x) , x 2 A& A ( x; y; P))]
where y range over arbitrary given transitive class A HFA and A is relativization of (quanti ers occurring in) to A.
(c) More general, for arbitrary formula ( x; P) 2 L 0 (without = and 2, but with bounded quanti ers) and nite graph hg; v; Pi with distinguished vertices v 2 jgj and predicates P on jgj which are invariant under bisimilar vertices hg; v; Pi j = ( v; P) i HFA j = ((j vj ) g ; (j Pj ) g )
where (jP i j ) g * ) fh(j uj ) g ij u 2 P g i g.
Proof of (a) goes by induction on the formula construction. Let us consider only the case ( x; P) * ) the-least Q:(Q( y) , ( x; y; P; Q))]( t) with Q positive in , 2 L 0 , x; y all its free set variables and t = t( x) atomic Proof L -formula P(fxg) expresses non-local second-order predicate which therefore can not be de ned by any L 0 -formula. 2
By analogy with Proposition 3.2 (a) in 33] we have the following Proposition 16 The language + predicate variables (but without adding the-least operator for predicates (26) ) has the same expressive power as L .
Proof amounts to showing that the case of ( x; P) having the form x 2 a& ( x; P) in the-least construct with 2 L gives it full expressive power in L -language (with free predicate parameters).
This follows from Proposition 15 because for any (x; P) satisfying locality property on P the-least P:(P(x) , (x; P))](y) , the-least Q:(Q(x) , x 2 TC(fyg)& (x; Q))](y) holds. Let P 0 * ) ; and P n+1 * ) fxj (x; P n )g = fxj (x; P n \ TC(fxg))g. The last equality holds due to locality property of . Analogously, de ne Q y 0 * ) ; and Q y n+1 * ) fx 2 TC(fyg)j (x; Q y n )g = fx 2 TC(fyg)j (x; Q y n \ TC(fxg))g. Now we will show by induction on n that Q y n = P n \ TC(fyg). For n = 0 this is trivially true. Then Q y n+1 = fx 2 TC(fyg)j (x; Q y n \ TC(fxg))g = fx 2 TC(fyg)j (x; P n \ TC(fyg) \ TC(fxg))g = fx 2 TC(fyg)j (x; P n \ TC(fxg))g = fx 2 TC(fyg)j (x; P n )g = P n+1 \ TC(fyg); respectively, by de nition of Q y n+1 , by induction assumption, by the property x 2 TC(fyg) ) TC(fxg) TC(fyg)), by the locality property of and by de nition of P n+1 .
Finally, P ! * ) Proof Use the-least operator to de ne in L 0 these bounded quanti ers. 2
By the locality property of the L 0 -formulas de nability in L 0 is reducible to de nability in FO + LFP over transitive sets and therefore corresponds to PTIME computability. Strictly speaking we assume here oracle PTIME computability because free predicate variables allowed in L 0 -formulas denote in nite objects. Actually, we need here a restricted access oracle PTIME.
Given x 2 HFA and predicates P over HFA, the computing device can ask the values of P only for the arguments from the transitive closure TC(f xg).
Theorem 7 L 0 -de nable second-order predicates q( x; P) on the universe VA coincide with those predicates induced by the global predicates de nable in FO+ LFP over the rst-order structures hTC(f xg); P j n n TC(f xg); 2 j n n TC(f xg)i in the signature h P; 2i. Therefore the language L 0 expresses exactly all restricted access oracle PTIME computable second-order predicates over VA = HFA (due to de nability of ).
Proof The rst part of the theorem means that there are two syntactic translations '( x; P) 7 ! ( x; P) : L 0 ! FO + LFP and a converse one 7 ! ' such that in both cases for all sets x 2 VA and predicates P over VA VA j = '( x; P) , hTC(f xg); P j n n TC(f xg); 2 j n n TC(f xg)i j = ( x; P):
These translations are based on Propositions 15 and 17 respectively. 2
Note 6 Similar considerations, including corresponding analogue of Theorem 7, hold for another extension I of containing in ationary version of the construct the-least (corresponding to IFP-construct for FO) for predicate variables in ationary P:(P( x) , P( x) _ ( x; P))]( t)
where satis es analogous requirements, except positivity on P. The operator in ationary evidently subsumes the-least.
Theorem 5, Proposition 16 and Notes 4, 6 show that the expressive power of I is equivalent to that of L and if only formulas and terms involving no free predicate parameters are considered. In general case the following Proposition 18 and Theorem 8 show equivalence of I to L + the clause (27) for de nitions by 2--recursion (with respectively extended version of ). For any three terms t(x; y), r(x) and s such that r(x) does not depend on y and t(x; y) 2 r(x) holds in HFA for all values of variables the expression rec F:(F(x) = t(x; F j n n x))](s) (27) is also considered as a term which binds function variable F and set variable x. (Note, that the bound r is needed to make F computable in PTIME.
In particular, F(x) 2 r(x). The important partial case of r(x) = f0; 1g corresponds to 2-recursive de nition of a predicate. It follows from the proof of Theorem 8 that this restricted version is actually equivalent to the full one.)
Evidently, the set-theoretic operation rec F:(F(x) = t(x; F j n n x))](-) or, shortly, F is properly (and uniquely) de ned only for x ranging over well-founded part of the universe of sets, i.e. over HF in the considered case of HFA. Otherwise, we let F(x) * ) ;. Actually, rec F:(F(x) = t(x; F j n n x))](-) may contain free set and predicate variables from t not mentioned explicitly.
Proposition 18 I is closed under 2-I -recursion. Proof Let F be de ned by 2-I -recursion from t(x; y) and r(x) and also F n = F y n * ) F j n n fx 2 TC(fyg)j rk(x) < ng and F y * ) F j n n TC(fyg) for any y from the well-founded part of the universe. Then F y is in ationary de nable because it is the result of stabilizing the sequence F y n which satis es the following recurrent equation of the necessary form Proof in one direction goes by induction on the formula and term construction as for predicate free case (cf. e.g. 34]) including the-least and in ationary operators for predicates which are actually reducible to corresponding operators for sets as we have already noticed. Here, atomic formula P( t) corresponds straightforwardly to the query \P ( t)?" to oracle P (provided the value of t as the corresponding pointed graph is already computed.)
Consider the converse direction. Let a set-theoretic operation F(x; P) be computable by a polynomial time bounded Turing machine M. For any binary string 2 f0; 1g , let j j denote the length of . Then, given some input c for M and a string used instead of possible answers to the rst j j queries of M, it is computable in polynomial time (without any oracle) either a new query to the oracle or a nal result if M asks no more queries. In both cases the result will be a code of a set. Only some initial part of may be really used. Denote the resulting PTIME computable function as f M (c; ).
Recall that graphs are represented as and identi ed with vertex incidence 0-1-matrices, denoted below by the letter c, according to some linear ordering of its vertices (cf. Note 3). By the canonical graph-code Can(x) of any set x 2 HFA we mean the matrix representation of the pointed graph hTC(fxg); 2; xi with the distinguished vertex x corresponding to the linear ordering . Given any code c of x (x = (c)), the corresponding canonical code Can(x) of x (x = (Can(x)), Can(x) = Can( (c))) is computable in polynomial time by using the de nability of on any nite strongly extensional graph.
Let us consider that binary strings are (represented as) HF-sets of a special kind in the ordinary way. Then set-theoretic functionf M (x; ) * ) (f M (Can(x); )) having no predicate parameters is evidently also computable in polynomial time and therefore de nable in , L and I by Theorem 6.
De ne by 2-recursion the predicate A(i) = A P (i) = P(f M (x; Aj n n i)) over natural numbers i considered as nite ordinals (i = f0; 1; : : :; i ? 1g). Let (x) be the polynomial bound (wrt the cardinality of TC(fxg)) on the time of computation by Turing machine M on the argument x 2 HFA (with the oracle P on which this bound does not depend). It is de nable in I by the Note 5. Finally, F can be de ned as F(x; P) =f M (x; A P j n n (x)): 2 7 On the type of linear ordering on HF, HFA and HFA 1 
HF as a tree
In order to understand the type of linear ordering on HFA 1 it is appropriate to consider HF as a tree with the root ; 2 HF by de ning edges as x ! y i x = y ? (cf. De nition 4). Thus, the edges are directed from the root to leaves. It follows from (18) and Propositions 8 and 9 that x ? < HF x; x ? x and #x ? #x for any non-empty x 2 HF:
The meaning of the operation x ? is also revealed by the following lemmas which are immediate consequences of its de nition and Proposition 10.
Lemma 2 f;g ? =;. If some y i is nonempty, then fy 1 ; : : : ; y k g ? =fx 1 ; : : : ; x k g where x j = y ? j , if y j has the maximal rank, and x j = y j , otherwise, for all 1 j k.
Conversely, x arbitrary non-empty x = fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g 2 HF (with all x i pairwise di erent). Then any y, such that y ? = x, can be obtained as a set y = fy 11 ; : : : ; y 1k 1 Lemma 3 For any canonical nite tree t with non-empty set of edges there exists its subtree (which is in general not unique) denoted as s = t ? (s t) with the same root which is also canonical and satis es (jtj ) ? = (jt ? j ). 2 Proposition 19 HF, as a tree, has nite branching degree 2 for all vertices, except the root ; which has branching degree 1. Let x + and x denote the least and, respectively, the largest, HF-sets y in the sense of < HF such that y ? = x.
Then for x 6 = ; they are di erent and satisfy #x = #x + and #x < #x . Proof The cardinality of fy 2 HFjx ! yg is nite for each x because all such sets y have the same rank = 1 + rk x.
First, show that branching degree is 1. Let x be de ned by a nite tree t as x = (jtj ). Construct a nite tree t 0 from the given tree t with the same root by lengthening by one some longest paths in t outgoing from the root and take y * ) ( (28) i.e. x is the -largest set y such that y ? = x. 2 A sequence of HF-sets (x n ) n2! is called a branch 18 of the tree HF if x 0 = ; and either x n = (x n+1 ) ? for all n (in nite branch) or this holds for all n from a nite segment f0; : : : ; k ? 1g, k 0, and x n = x k for all n k ( nite branch). Each vertex of this tree lies both on some nite and on some in nite branch. We say that a branch (x n ) is to the left of another branch (y n ), and use the same denotation (x n ) (y n ) as for HFA 1 -sets, if x n < HF y n for some n such that 8m < n(x m = y m ) (cf. also (21) To prove the second part of proposition assume x 6 2 HFA 1 . By Proposition 2, it is equivalent that for some k the set S k x is in nite, i.e. 8l(#( S k x) > l). By De nition 8, to demonstrate unboundedness of the branch generated by such x it su ces to show that #(
Let for simplicity l = 1 and assume #( S k x) > l. The latter means that there exist z; v 2 ( S k x) such that z 6 = v. By equivalence (17) and strong extensionality of the universe HFA 1 , z 6 = v implies (jzj ) m 6 = (jvj ) m for some m. By de nition 13 we have (jzj ) m 2 (j S k xj ) m+1 and (jvj ) m 2 (j S k xj ) m+1 . Further, 18 Here we slightly modify the usual notion of a branch in a tree.
(j S k xj ) m+1 = S (j S k?1 xj ) m+2 = : : : = S k (jxj ) m+k+1 by proposition 20. Thus, we have #( S k (jxj ) n ) > 1 for n = m + k + 1.
The case l > 1 is treated by straightforward generalization of the above argument by using (15) and (16) . 2 Example 3 An example of unbounded branch is that one generated by each of the sets HF, HF fHFg and HFA which are elements of HCA: (jHFj ) n = (jHFAj ) n = (jHF fHFgj ) n = HF-sets of ranks < n. Thus, di erent HCA-sets may generate the same (unbounded) branch.
De nition 9 Let x y * ) 8n(x n 2 y n+1 ) for any two branches x; y 2 HFB. Proposition 22 Each branch y = (y n ), y n 2 HF, satis es for all n 2 ! the identity y n+1 = fx n jx yg and therefore (jyj ) n = y n :
Proof To prove the rst identity (actually, the nontrivial inclusion y n+1 fx n jx yg) consider the general Lemma 4 which is based on the Propositions 10, 19, equation (28) and Lemma 2. 2 Then for arbitrary p 2 y n+1 we need to de ne a branch x y such that x n = p. For all k n let x k * ) (jpj ) k 2 (jy n+1 j ) k+1 = y k+1 . Also de ne recurrently for all k n, assuming by induction that x k 2 y k+1 : if x k 2 y k+2 then let x k+1 * ) x k (and therefore x k+i * ) x k for all i 0 by Proposition 8 (k)) and if x k = 2 y k+2 then let, according to Lemma 4 (a), x k+1 be any element in y k+2 such that x ? k+1 = x k .
2 Proposition 23 For any two branches x and y if x y and y is bounded (respectively, nite) then x is bounded (respectively, nite), too, i.e. HFFB HFBB are transitive parts of hHFB; i. Proof x y ) x n 2 y n+1 ) x n S y n+1 )
S k x n S k+1 y n+1 . Thus, x is bounded together with y. If y is nite then x is also nite because all x n have bounded rank (together with y n+1 ). 2 Proposition 24 (a) x 7 ! ((jxj ) n ) n2! is an isomorphic embedding of hHFA 1 ; 2i into hHFBB; i and hHF; 2i into hHFFB; i (in fact, \onto"; cf. Theorem 10 below). (b) hHFB; i and (by Proposition 23) hHFBB; i are strongly extensional, i.e. the largest bisimulation relation on hHFB; i coincides with equality. Proof For (a) consider the following equivalences for arbitrary x; y 2 HFA 1 x 2 y , 9z 2 y(x = z) , 9z 2 y8n((jxj ) n = (jzj ) n ) ? , 8n9z 2 y((jxj ) n = (jzj ) n ) , 8n((jxj ) n 2 (jyj ) n+1 ):
The only non-trivial equivalence is the questioned one, actually, (. To prove it, let us suppose that z n 2 y and (jxj ) n = (jz n j ) n for all n 2 !. Then there exists an increasing in nite sequence n i such that z n i = z 2 y for some z 2 y because y is nite set. It follows (jzj ) n i = (jz n i j ) n i = (jxj ) n i , 9 1 n((jxj ) n = (jzj ) n ) and therefore we found z 2 y satisfying 8n((jxj ) n = (jzj ) n ), because 9 1 may be evidently replaced here by 8. (b) It follows from Proposition 22 that the relation x ! y * ) 8n((jxj ) n = (jyj ) n ) on HFB is equivalent to 8n(x n = y n ) and coincides with equality. Therefore the largest bisimulation on HFB which is contained in ! also coincides with equality relation. 2
Consider the unique transitive subuniverse HFB 0 of VA which is isomorphic to hHFB; i; evidently, HFB 0 = f(jxj ) jx 2 HFBg: Uniqueness holds because hHFB; i and VA are strongly extensional. For each x 2 VA (in particular, for x 2 HCA) there exists a unique HFB 0 -set, denoted as (jxj ) ! , and a unique branch (x n ) 2 HFB, such that (jxj ) n = x n = (j(jxj ) ! j ) n . Vice versa, each branch is generated by a unique element of HFB 0 VA. The map x 7 ! (jxj ) ! (which is a retraction) gives !-th approximation in HFB 0 of any set x 2 VA. Note, that the subuniverse HFB 0 has a universal set (jHFj ) ! = HFB 0 2 HFB 0 . By #(jHFj ) ! = continuum, HFB 0 6 HCA. Evidently, for all x; y 2 VA x 2 y ) 8n((jxj ) n 2 (jyj ) n+1 ) , (jxj ) ! 2 (jyj ) ! ;
but not vice versa.
Example 4 For the counterexample take any x; y 2 VA (or in HCA, say, x = HF and y = HFA) such that x 6 = y and (jxj ) ! = (jyj ) ! . Then x = 2 fyg, but (jxj ) ! 2 f(jyj ) ! g = (jfygj ) ! . The last equality is based on (jfygj ) n+1 = f(jyj ) n g. Theorem 9 HCA-sets generate all branches in HFB.
Proof Given any branch x = (x n ) 2 HFB, Lemma 3 allows to construct some monotonic sequence of canonical trees t 0 t 1 : : : with the same root such that (jt n j ) = x n . Let t ! * ) S t n be the union of these trees. It is a countably branching tree and de nes a set x ! * ) (jt ! j ) 2 HCA. Note, that t ! j n n n may be obtained from t n by possibly countable (hereditary) duplicating some immediate subtrees of t n and then subtrees of the resulting subtrees, etc. This and Propositions 8 (i) and 10 entail (jx ! j ) n = (jt ! j ) n = (jt ! j n n nj ) = (jt n j ) = x n : (29) This proves theorem. 2
The following theorem also shows an alternative way (which is somewhat analogous to that presented in 25]) to de ne anti-founded universe HFA 1 .
Theorem 10 HFA 1 -sets generate all bounded branches. Therefore the map from Proposition 24 (a) is an isomorphism hHFA 1 ; 2i = hHFBB; i. Also evidently hHF; 2i = hHFFB; i. Proof We need to show that x = (x n ) 2 HFBB implies x ! 2 HFA 1 for x ! de ned as in Theorem 9. Let f(k) bounds the branch x = (x n ). It follows that the branching degree of the canonical tree t n of x n on the depth k is bounded by f(k) independently on n. Then any corresponding limit tree t ! has nite branching. It follows that x ! = (jt ! j ) 2 HFA 1 . 2
In particular, we have inclusions of transitive sets HFA 1 HFB 0 VA which follows because HFBB is transitive part of HFB and by the above isomorphisms HFBB = HFA 1 and HFB = HFB 0 .
Proposition 25
(a) For each x 2 HF (identi ed with its nite branch) x + 2 HF is the next after x element in the sense of the linear order on the set of all ( nite or in nite) branches HFB. Actually, x ! x + is the leftmost edge in the tree HF outgoing from x. Proposition 26 The cardinality of each set HFA 1 = HFBB and HFB n HFBB is the continuum. Moreover, the sets of bounded and unbounded branches containing any given HF-set have the cardinality of continuum.
Proof Let u = (jtj ) for some nite canonical tree t. Any A ! may be encoded by an HFA 1 -set x A * ) (jt A j ) (and corresponding bounded branch) given by the nitely branching tree t A which is obtained by lengthening some appropriate longest path of the tree t by one in nite path 0 ! 1 ! 2 ! : : : with the numbered vertices and additionally by adding the edges i ! for each i 2 A.
Also A may be represented by an in nite branch (x n ) 2 HFB by letting x n * ) u, x n+2i+2 * ) x n+2i+1 for all i and also x n+2i+1 * ) x + n+2i if i 2 A and x n+2i+1 * ) x n+2i , otherwise. This is unbounded branch because it goes in nitely many times through -edges. An in nite branch x is called right (respectively, left) if there exists n 0 such that x n+k+1 = x n+k (respectively, x n+k+1 = x + n+k ) holds for all k 0. In the case n is the least such, we say that the right part (respectively, left part) of the branch x begins with x n .
If y is an in nite left branch whose left part begins with an initial element y n then there exists a unique branch x y such that each branch z which is strictly between x and y is nite one generated by one of y n+i , i 0. If y is the leftmost branch (;; f;g; ff;gg; : : :) then x = y 0 = ; and z = y n+i+1 .
Otherwise, x is a right branch whose right part begins with some x n such that x n?1 = y n?1 and x n < HF y n with no u 2 HF of rank n between x n and y n in the sense of < HF . Conversely, arbitrary in nite right, but not the rightmost, branch serves as such an x for some in nite left branch y, x y.
It follows that any in nite left branch y (which is the branch of some element of HFA) de nes a linear ordered set of the order type ! + 1: x y n y n+1 : : : y if y is not the leftmost one, and y 0 y 1 : : : y, otherwise (with y i , i n or i 0, respectively, identi ed with corresponding nite branches).
De nition 10 We consider each such set of branches of the order type ! + 1 as a unique big point (or bullet), in contrast to all other branches which are considered as small points. This divides the set HFB of all branches as disjoint union of big points, each ordered as ! + 1, and the set of all small points. Let PT be the set of all points (big and small).
The linear ordering on branches induces a linear ordering on PT which we also denote as . Let us call regular (respectively, bounded) the innite branches and also their points corresponding to HFA-sets (respectively, HFA 1 -sets) which are not HF-sets. All big points are evidently regular in this sense and therefore bounded. (Note, that any big point actually contains left bounded in nite branch and, if this point is not the leftmost one, also right unbounded branch and is called, nevertheless, bounded according to this de nition.)
The type of linear ordering on HFB, HFBB = HFA 1 , HFA, HF is evidently determined by the ordering types of the set of points PT and its corresponding subsets.
Theorem 11 (On the type of linear ordering ) (a) The set PT of all points is ordered as the nite segment 0; 1] of the real line.
(b) The set of bounded points (i.e., essentially, of bounded in nite branches, or HFA 1 nHF) and its complement to PT are both continuously dense subsets of PT = 0; 1] in the sense that for any two points x y there exist continuum many of points of each kind between x and y. Moreover, 0 and 1 correspond to a bounded and unbounded points, respectively.
(c) The set of regular points (i.e., essentially, HFA n HF) and its subsets of big points (i.e., essentially, initial sets in HF or corresponding left regular branches) and of small points (i.e. of non-left regular branches) are countable and dense in PT .
Before proving the theorem let us note that (c) uniquely determines the order type of HFA together with its suborder HF by using well-known theorem on the order type of rational numbers e.g. in 20] and its direct generalization for the case of a countable dense linear order (with or without ends) with a dense suborder 19 . For example, HF is ordered as ! ( 0; 1) \Q), where Q is the set of rational numbers, with the left end point 0 corresponding to the empty set ; 2 HF.
Question: Whether (b) characterizes uniquely the linear ordering of all branches with the subordering of bounded branches (i.e. HFA 1 )? Anyway, it can be shown that the continuous density condition cannot be omitted to give a complete characterization.
Proof of Theorem 11. First, for any two in nite branches x y not from one big point there exists a nite branch u such that all branches u 0 containing u are strictly between x and y: x u 0 y. If n is such that x n < HF y n and 8i < n(x n = y n ) then let u be any HF-set such that x n < HF u < HF y n , if such exists. Otherwise, let u be any x n+i 6 = x n+i+1 or y + n+i 6 = y n+i+1 for some i 0 which must exist because x and y are not from one big point. By Proposition 26 we also have continuum many of bounded (respectively, unbounded) branches and corresponding points and also, by Proposition 25 (b), two regular branches/points containing u, one big (: : : ; u; u + ; u ++ ; : : :) and one small. All of them are evidently strictly between x and y.
The set of all points PT is also complete. Any cut L; R, (i.e. a division of the set of all points into two disjoint complementary subsets with l r for all l 2 L and r 2 R) can be de ned by some in nite branch c = (c n ) n such that L fx 2 HFBjx cg and R fx 2 HFBjc xg. Such c may be obtained by letting c n+1 be the < HF -least set in HF such that c ? n+1 = c n and there exists an in nite branch in R containing c n+1 . It follows that the set of all points is ordered as the segment 0; 1] of the real line with 0 and 1 corresponding to the leftmost (big) and the rightmost (small) points/branches, respectively. 2 
Conclusion
It was shown in this paper that a linear ordering on arbitrary nitely branching graph considered up to bisimulation is de nable in FO + IFP by a unique formula. It follows that FO + IFP and FO + LFP de ne exactly PTIME computability on the class of nite strongly extensional graphs. We applied this result to capture PTIME over HFA-sets in terms of various versions of alanguage of Bounded Set Theory with Anti-Foundation Axiom, including the case of oracle PTIME computability. Also we characterized the corresponding linear ordering on HF, HFA and HFA 1 .
An attractive direction, where the present work can be continued, is an investigation of de nability, computability and complexity issues for the case of the universe HFA 1 . The sets from this universe, being hereditarily-nite, nevertheless, are essentially in nite objects (something like real numbers).
In a sense HFA 1 may be considered as more suitable than HFA for modeling very large (according to various measures) complex, distributed databases like World-Wide Web. Analogous approach to WWW via in nite, nitely branching graphs, but without considering any bisimulation relation or anti-founded sets (such as those from HFA 1 ), is proposed in 3]. Bisimulation and corresponding approach to querying for nite graphs representing data has been discussed also in 19] and 8], but not from the set-theoretical viewpoint.
There exists also the following interesting connection with modal logic. In a closely related paper of M. Otto 27] it was captured the class of \bisimula-tion invariant" PTIME computable global predicates over nite Kripke models (which are also graphs) in terms of nitely dimensional modal -calculus. To this end, a linear preorder on Kripke models, essentially the same as our , was de ned. Actually we also have analogous characterization of bisimulation invariant PTIME by -language, via its operational semantics in terms of bisimulation invariant graph transformers g 7 ! t] ](g) (cf. Congruence Lemma 1). A possible formulation of our Theorem 6 is as follows. The class of -de nable graph transformers FG ! FG and predicates FG ! ftrue; falseg coincides with the class of all PTIME-computable bisimulation invariant graph transformers, up to bisimulation relation = 0 between pointed graphs, and predicates. The pure set-theoretic interpretation of -terms in HFA, i.e. in terms of equivalence classes by = 0 , plays the role of denotational semantics of -language. responding to -terms which may participate in -formula '. Thus, during the semantics evaluation of ' on a given graph g the graph may be essentially changed. In contrast to this, the semantics of the formulas of -calculus is dened entirely in terms of a Kripke model considered. The closest set-theoretic analogue of k-dimensional -calculus is the sublanguage L 0 of L (now, with participating = and 2 only in bounded quanti ers 8x 2 t, 9x 2 t) which may be coherently interpreted in any graph also entirely in terms of this graph (Proposition 15 (c) ). The natural correspondence between them (somewhat analogous to a translation of modal logics into some di erent weak set theory presented in 7] ) is based roughly on For a full correspondence with nitely dimensional -calculus involving a xed list of propositional variables p 1 ; : : : ; p n we have to extend HFA to the universe HFA(fp 1 ; : : : ; p n g) of anti-founded hereditarily-nite sets with urelements p 1 ; : : : ; p n , i.e. atomic elements of this extended universe which are not sets, but may belong to sets. (Cf. also the papers 33, 23] devoted to the case of the universes with urelements/attributes/labels.) Then p i 2 (jwj ) corresponds to w j = A p i i.e. to the statement that the proposition p i is true in the world w of the Kripke model A. Note that the language L 0 , in contrast to k-dimensional -calculus, imposes no restriction on arities of formulas and predicates in a given formula and therefore needs no worries with \padding". Also it needs no formal syntactical operator of substitution of variables (for worlds) in its de nition.
Putting aside the modal logic aspects, the main conceptual di erence of our approach with that of M. Otto is that the latter is devoted to de nability of global bisimulation invariant predicates over graphs (Kripke models), whereas we deal also with corresponding abstractions from graphs, HFA-sets, and with set-theoretic operations and bisimulation invariant graph transformers.
